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WHO WE ARE

finvsfin.com

Fin vs Fin is a credible product review 
site focused on consumer wellness. 
We help online shoppers discover 
and compare brands that promote 
healthy and balanced lifestyles.

Our content ranks well on search 
engines, and we work with hundreds 
of D2C brands to convert high-intent 
queries into efficient growth.
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OUR AUDIENCE

finvsfin.com

Geographical  Distribution
200k+

9%

16%

unique visitors 
per month

click through to 
brand partners

purchase 
post-click from 
finvsfin.com
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PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

We can partner on a CPC or CPA 
basis to drive incremental 
shoppers to your site.

You only pay for success -- 
whether that’s a qualified lead, 
free trial, purchase, or subscriber 
-- and leave the SEO to us.

finvsfin.com

Get more shoppers 
from organic search
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finvsfin.com

PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

Outshine your competition

We insert your brand into the 
conversation right when shoppers are 
evaluating competitors, and help you 
stand out by highlighting:
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finvsfin.com

PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

Convert higher quality customers via paid social

We also can help you improve ROAS 
on Facebook and Instagram by:

2x higher 
LTV at the same CAC
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Reach wellness shoppers looking for related products
We can also help introduce your brand to consumers who aren’t searching for your 
product yet with hyper-relevant contextual placements.

finvsfin.com

PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
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Monthly Newsletter Organic Social Timely Pop-Ups
 

https://finvsfin.com/
https://finvsfin.com/d2c-wellness-newsletter/


OUR PORTFOLIO

finvsfin.com 8

ZenMaster 

A modern review site 
focused on mental 
health services that 
help reduce anxiety 
and promote more 

balance.

Leverage our family of web properties in addition to Fin vs Fin

Pupfection

A community for dog 
owners with helpful 
tips for grooming, 

improving nutrition, 
training, and more!

FitnessMasterly 

A product review site 
covering the latest 

exercise and fitness 
equipment for home 

gym rats.

https://finvsfin.com/
https://zenmasterwellness.com/
https://zenmasterwellness.com/
https://finvsfin.com
https://pupfection.com/
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With over 20 years of combined marketing experience, we’re pretty obsessed 
with efficient growth. We’re SEO-nerds who’ve spent millions on ads, scaled 
affiliate programs, and committed to seemingly impossible revenue targets  -- 
so we know what it’s like to be in your shoes. With a remote team of 15+, we 
continue to grow and would love to help you do the same!

OUR TEAM

Healy Jones
Co-founder
Linkedin

Alex Goldberg
Co-founder
Linkedin
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/healyjones/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/alexgoldberg31/
https://finvsfin.com/


CONTACT US

finvsfin.com

Let’s grow together!

media@finvsfin.com
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